
Translator's Preface

Rarely does one find extensive accounts of women's lives in ancient texts. Through a happy confluence 

of circumstances a biography of the princess Thusnelda has recently been discovered. The document, 

almost completely intact, has survived the two millenia since a scribe recorded Thusnelda's story. There 

are changes in linguistic style at several points in the biography, which probably point to a string of 

secretaries copying the work through the centuries. However, the fidelity of the copyists to the original 

text is highly probable as is attested to by the comparable stability of parallel and contemporary texts  

from the same age.

The text, written in Latin and the common Greek of the day, is undoubtably the work of a scribe 

associated with the princess. From the flow of the story it appears that the scribe was a servant of a 

Roman knight who assigned him to the Princess. The knight was one of the few Romans who was able 

to gain the Princess's confidence. There are some passages which may have been added by the knight 

himself in those cases where interpolation for gaps in Thusnelda's account was required. Given that the 

tribes of Germania had no extensive written languages and the author is a woman it is very unlikely 

that these words were recorded by the hand of the Princess herself.  The scribe's writing style switches 

between third person narrative and intensely first person reminiscences depending on the point in the 

biography. It seems that certain parts of Thusnelda's story could only be adequately recorded quoting 

the Princess verbatim. In deference to her, the scribe carefully uses  Cheruscan personal names when 

Thusnelda is quoted. Certain details in this chronicle, of which the Princess would not have any 

knowledge herself, indicate that the scribe had more sources than Thusnelda.

The text is valuable on two fronts: it is her story, providing a record of the events in the first century

 AD from a perspective different from the Roman historians of the time; it provides an insight into the 

mind of a remarkable woman who could have been the queen of an empire capable of challenging the 

Roman super power. As the devoted wife and companion of Arminius, her story resonants with 

particular poignancy since Arminius's destruction of three Roman legions halted the expansion of 

Rome's empire east of the Rhine. The reader who is interested in teasing out the real historical facts  

from the tangle of interpretations colored by the prejudices of the writers of history can compare 

Thusdelda's history with the references in the bibliography I provide.  As an aid to the reader I have 

included a timeline of important dates and names. The chapter headings, entirely a choice by me,  

include dates to help the reader place the events in the timeline.



Her biography is also a study in the evolution of human relations, even within one life time. 

Thusnelda's account gives significant details of the lives of her closest servants. The surprising amount 

of attention she devotes in her biography to the affairs of her servants belies the naïve belief that 

persons of royalty are too far removed from their servants to consider them more than handy 

appendages. Indeed, the distinction between princess and servants becomes increasingly blurred as her 

story progresses. This speaks to the inevitable transformation of human relations when lives are lived 

so closely together.

I am indebted to my friend, an expert of ancient languages, for his careful overview of my translations. 

In cases where there is a hiatus in the original text I have tried to make a connection based on the sense 

of the text that precedes and follows the missing parts. Therefore, some parts of the biography 

invariably will be  speculative. Moreover, given the obvious changes in linguistic styles through the 

centuries of copying, I have tried to give the biography a continuity which the original, undoubtedly,  

possessed. I have resisted all attempts to identify the site of the text's discovery to the general public.
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